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IN THE SUPREME COURT 

OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY 

OF AUSTRALIA 

AT DARWIN 

The Queen v Cant [2001] NTSC 44 

No. 9900592 

 

 BETWEEN: 

 

 THE QUEEN 

 

 AND: 

 

 CRAIG CANT 

 

CORAM: THOMAS J 

 

REASONS FOR RULING 

 

(Delivered 14 June 2001) 

 

[1] This Ruling follows a hearing pursuant to s 26L of the Evidence Act 1939 

(NT).  The applicant, Craig Cant, challenges the admissibility into evidence 

of immigration records, and Optus telephone call charge records, in relation 

to a person called “Tap Go Bond Tee”, who the Crown maintains is the same 

individual referred to by Peter Godbier, in his evidence at the committal 

hearing, as “Bon” or “Bond”. 

[2] Mr Cant has entered a plea of not guilty to a charge that: 

“Between about 25 November 1998 and about 29 December 1998 at 

Darwin in the Northern Territory of Australia was knowingly 

concerned in the importation into Australia of a prohibited import to 

which section 233B of the Customs Act 1901 applies, namely, 

narcotic goods consisting of a quantity of 3, 4-methylenedioxymeth-

amphetamine (‘MDMA’), being not less than the commercial 

quantity of MDMA. 

Contrary to paragraph 233B(1)(d) of the Customs Act 1901”  
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[3] The basis of the defence objection to the tender of these documents on the 

trial of Mr Cant, is that the identification of the individual concern ed has 

not been, and cannot be, established. 

[4] The Crown maintain that the identity of “Tap Go Bond Tee” is sufficiently 

established.  That it is a circumstantial aspect of the Crown case which the 

Crown state does not have to be established beyond reasonable doubt.  It is 

the submission of Mr Hassall for the Crown that the material is sufficient to 

go before the jury and that it is for the defence to articulate any prejudice.  

[5] In particular, the Crown seek to lead the following evidence: 

“(a) Immigration records indicating that a person by the name of 

“Tap Go Bond Tee” left Australia from Darwin on 25/11/98 

and returned to Darwin on 3/12/98.  (This person indicated on 

outgoing and incoming passenger cards that his destination was 

Indonesia.) 

(b) Optus Call Charge Records identifying that the telephone 

number 0411-268-682 belonged to a “Tap Go Tee” during the 

period late November 1998 to early January 1999. 

The Crown will also tender at the trial (at the request of the defence) 

Hospital records relating to admissions of a “Bond Tee” on 21/11/98 

and 4-5/12/98.  ….” 

[6] In general terms, the Crown seek to tender this material to provide a form of 

corroboration of the anticipated evidence of Mr Godbier at trial. 

[7] The Crown prepared a summary of evidence given by Mr Godbier at the 

committal hearing relating to the identification of “Tap Go Bond Tee”.  This 

summary is as follows: 
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“Some time after his arrival in Darwin in mid -November 1998 he met 

an associate of Craig Cant (in Cant’s presence) outside the Big Foot 

Restaurant – ‘A short Asian guy named Bond (?)’ (p. 199)  

Cant told him Bond was going for a trip to get some ‘little fellows’ 

(ecstasy tablets) – ‘Somewhere in either Singapore or Malaysia, one 

of those – an Asian country anyway.  I can’t remember offhand.’  

Said that they were going to be brought in by aircraft (p.200)  

A few days later Bond told Craig, again behind the Big Foot 

restaurant, that he didn’t go ‘because of something to do with his 

passport or – or a sickness of some – some attack he had, mystery 

attack’ (p.200) 

Next time he saw Bond was in Darwin Hospital (with Craig Cant).  

On this occasion there was discussion of whether the tablets arrived, 

Bond said he was sure or pretty sure they had, and Cant said they had 

not been released from Customs (p.201).  This conversation took 

place in ‘Early December.  Probably – maybe the 10 th, 12 th, 13 th.’ 

(p.202) 

He saw Mr Bond again with Cant outside the Big Foot restaurant.  

Cant asked from plans for the cylinders and Bond said that he would 

get them sent from overseas and have them later on that night.  

(p.202)  Later on the same night they went back and picked up the 

plans from Bond.  Bond told Cant to cut the top of the fax off so that 

it couldn’t be shown where it came from (p.203). 

The next day there was a further meeting with Bond near the Big 

Foot restaurant where Cant told Bond that he wanted an Asian name 

to go with the plans (pp.224-5). 

Godbier read on the Hospital patient card that he name was “Bond”, 

Cant told him it was “Bon”. (p.71)”  

[8] On the Crown case the specific relevance of the proposed evidence is as 

follows: 

“The immigration records proposed to be tendered establish that a 

person by 

 the name of ‘Tap Go Bond Tee’ did in fact travel to an Asian 

country (Indonesia – the same country from which the cylinders 

originated) in late November 1998, returning in early December 

1998 – i.e. in the same time frame as Cant and the person ‘Bond’ 

were discussing; and Optus business records in respect of the 

person ‘Tap Go Tee’ identify him as 
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 being the owner of the number 0411-268-682 during the period 

November 1998 to December 1998.  Call Charge Records in 

respect of the mobile telephone subscription in the name ‘Anthony 

Silk’ demonstrate that the user of that service made numerous 

telephone calls during the period November 1998 to December 

1998 to the ‘Tap Go Tee’ telephone number.  Given that other 

evidence is capable of linking the ‘Anthony Silk’ telephone 

subscription to Craig Cant, the Optus and other phone records 

combined provide indirect corroboration of Godbier’s evidence 

that there was a relationship between Cant and ‘Bond’.” 

[9] The evidence tendered by the Crown on the voir dire comprised the 

following: 

1. Statement of Federal Agent Detective Constable Curtis declared 

13 December 2000 (Exhibit P14).  Attached to this statement are the 

following: 

“- An Optus ‘Change of Ownership and Application for Digital 

Service’ in the name ‘Tap Go Tee’ dated 15/10/96 (2 pages); 

- ASIC documentation and a Queensland Business Names 

Extract relating to the company Nicman Pty Ltd; 

- ASIC documentation relating to the company Naxtin Pty Ltd; 

- ASIC documentation and a Northern Territory Business Names 

Extract relating to one ‘Kuen Chau’ and the company Maydec 

Pty Ltd; 

- A Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade ‘Australian Adult 

Passport Application’ in the name “Tap Go Bond Tee’ dated 

19/11/98; 

- Records from the Royal Darwin Hospital relating to a ‘Bond 

Tee’ admitted on 21/11/98 and 4-5/12/98;” 

2. Statement of Heather Thompson dated 8 March 1999 (Exhibit P16).  

3. Statement of David Finlay dated 7 November 2000 relating to Optus 

telephone records (Exhibit P15). 
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4. Statement of Ruth Jones dated 20 August 1999 (Exhibit P38).  

5. Transcript of evidence given by Mr Godbier at the committal hearing 

(Exhibit P12). 

[10] The hospital records include an “Emergency Department Medical Record”.  

This shows an arrival date of 4 December 1998 of a person whose principal 

name is “Tee”, his other name is shown as “Bond”.  The birth date is given 

as 19 February 1949.  The handwritten notes under the heading “Outpatient 

Clinical Progress” the third line down reads “Las t night he arrived back to 

Darwin from Indonesia.  This morning he felt so weak can’t …. out of bed”.  

This entry is dated 4 December 1998. 

[11] Referring then to the statement of Heather Thompson (Exhibit P16), Ms 

Thompson sets out some details which she obtained from immigration 

records in relation to a person named “Tap Go Bond Tee” date of birth 19 

February 1949.  This record states that “He departed Australia from Darwin 

25 November 1998 and returned to Australia into Darwin on 3 December 

1998”.  This information contains similar name, same date of birth as the 

hospital records which state “Tee Bond” arrived back in Darwin on the night 

of 3 December 1998. 

[12] The statement of David Finlay (Exhibit P15) at paragraph 4 states that a 

mobile service number 0411 268682 was in the user name “Tap Go Tee”.  

Attachment A1 to that statement is a document headed “Customer Inquiry 

History”.  On the left hand side is a heading “Cellular user” the name “Tap 
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Go Tee”, date of birth 19 February 1949 with his address 12 Salerno Street, 

Isle of Capri, Queensland. 

[13] The Crown point to the surface similarity being a similar name “Bond Tee” 

in the hospital records and “Tap Go Bond Tee” in the immigration records, 

“Tap Go Tee” in the telephone records.  All with the same date of birth.  

The hospital records and immigration records tie in with the date of return to 

Darwin in Australia of the person “Bond Tee”. 

[14] Mr Hassall, on behalf of the Crown, referred to page 11 in the attachments 

to the statement of Detective Curtis declared 13 December 2000.  This is a 

computer print out titled “Historical company extract 27/11/2000 in relation 

to Nickman Pty Ltd”.  This is from a record maintained by the Australian 

Securities and Investment Commission.  Under the heading “Directors” , 

there is an entry in relation to “Tap Go Tee” as being a director.  His 

address is given as 12 Salerno Street, Surfers Paradise, Queensland 4217, 

born 19 February 1949.  The principal place of business is given as Surfers 

Paradise Live Seafood, Shop 2, 3049 - 3051 Gold Coast Highway, Surfers 

Paradise Queensland.  From this record “Tap Go Tee” has an association 

with both of these addresses.  Document being page 15 annexed to the 

statement of Detective Curtis is an Australian Securities Commission 

notification of change of office holders in relation to Nicman Pty Ltd.  

Under the heading “new appointment” is the name “Tee, Tap Go Bon 12 

Salerno Street, Isle of Capri, date of birth 19/2/1949”.  From this is derived 

the fact that the person who is the director  of Nicman Pty Ltd is known both 
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as “Tap Go Tee” and “Tap Go Bon Tee” associated with the address “12 

Salerno Street, Isle of Capri, Queensland”.  On page 22 of the same 

document is the Historical Company Extract for Naxtin Pty Ltd.  Under the 

heading “Directors” appears the name “Tap Go Tee” born 19 February 1949.  

The given address is 8/11 Houston Street, Larrakeyah.  Page 26 is a 

notification of change to officeholders in relation to Naxton Pty Ltd.  Under 

the heading “New Appointment” is the name “Tee, Tap Go Bon address 8/11 

Houston Street, Larrakeyah Northern Territory, date of birth 19/2/1949”.  

This shows that within this company Naxtin Pty Ltd, the same person is 

referred to “Tap Go Tee” and “Tap Go Bon Tee”.  The statement of David 

Finlay (Exhibit P15) shows on page 1 par 4 that “The accounts were sent to 

Mr Tap G. Tee of 12 Salerno Street, Isle of Capri, Gold Coast” and page 3 

of the statement shows his date of birth to be 19 February 1949.  This means 

there is a “Tap Go Tee” shown to be living at 12 Salerno Street, Surfers 

Paradise in the Optus records and the records of the Australian Securities 

and Investment Commission confirming “Tap Go Tee” and “Tap Go Bon 

Tee” are one and the same person. 

[15] At page 38 of the documents attached to the statement of Detective Curtis 

(Exhibit P14) is a Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade adult passport 

application in respect of passport number L6942163.  This application is 

made by “Tap Go Bond Tee”.  On page  39 the address shown is “8/11 

Houston Street, Larrakeyah”.  It is the Crown contention that the person in 

the Australian Securities and Investment Commission documents, the person 
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in the telephone records and the person in the immigration records, whether 

known as “Tap Go Tee”, “Tap Go Bon Tee” or “Tap Go Bond Tee” at 

whichever of the given addresses are all one and the same person.  The 

Crown maintain that person has an Optus telephone account which is in the 

telephone number 0411 268682 and that person left Australia through 

Darwin on 25 November 1998 and returned through Darwin on 3 December 

1998 indicating on his passport cards that he was travelling to Indonesia.  

The key link with Mr Godbier on the Crown submission is the hospital 

records relating to a “Bond Tee” born 19 February 1949 who stated that he 

arrived back in Darwin from Indonesia on 3 December 1998.  This being the 

same date as shown on the immigration records.  The Crown also refer to 

evidence given by Mr Godbier at the committal hearing that at the hospital 

Mr Cant had told Mr Godbier that the correct name was “Bon” even though 

the patient form said “Bond”. 

[16] Mr Hassall also drew attention to the evidence of Mr Godbier in the 

committal proceedings about a number of meetings which took place outside 

the Bigfoot Restaurant.  The statement of Heather Thompson (Exhibit P16) 

has on the final page, certified copy of an incoming passenger card 

completed by “Tap Go Bond Tee” which gives his intended address in 

Australia as 146 Smith Street, Darwin.  Page 36 of the document in the 

statement of Detective Curtis (Exhibit P14) shows the principal place of 

business of the Bigfoot Family Restaurant as being 146 Smith Street, 

Darwin NT.  The Crown point to this as a circumstantial link and also to the 
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fact that the cylinders came from Indonesia and tha t is where “Tap Go Bond 

Tee” on his passenger card indicated he was travelling to and had returned 

from. 

[17] Mr Hassell referred to the statement of Ruth Jones dated 20 August 1999 

(Exhibit P38) which indicates there were numerous telephone calls from the 

telephone found in Mr Cant’s possession the subscriber being Anthony Silk 

to the Optus number belonging to “Tap Go Tee”.  The Crown point to the 

number of telephone calls between these two numbers in the latter part of 

December 1998, including five calls on the evening of 29 December 1998 

which is the date when the Crown say the cylinders were delivered followed 

by further calls on 30 December 1999 and early in January 2000.  

[18] Mr Hassall also referred to evidence given by Mr Godbier in the committal 

proceedings that behind the Bigfoot Restaurant, “Bond” had told Craig that 

he did not go “because of something to do with his passport – or a sickness 

of some – some attack he had, mystery attack”.  The Crown state this fits in 

with hospital records pages 46 and 47 attached to statement of Detective 

Curtis (Exhibit P14) showing an admission to hospital of “Bond Tee” date of 

birth 19 February 1949 on 21 November 1998.  The Crown also refer to the 

immigration records stating that an application for passport was made by 

“Tap Go Bond Tee” on 19 November 1998 and stated “Urgent travelling 

25/11/98”. 
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[19] It is the Crown contention that the hospital records for 21 November 1998 

describe symptoms for a “Bond Tee” as “Awoke this am feeling numb all 

over body, weakness collapsed on floor when trying to stand.  No H/O 

trauma illness etc”.  The Crown say this could be the “mystery attack” 

suffered at the same time as a “Tap Go Bond Tee” was awaiting the outcome 

of an urgent passport application. 

[20] The Crown will be relying on the evidence at trial of Mr Godbier.  The 

Crown seek to tender this evidence in support of evidence to be given by Mr 

Godbier that Mr Cant was dealing very closely with a person known as 

“Bon” or “Bond” in this importation.  

[21] The Crown submit that these are matters of circumstantial evidence which 

do not have to be proved beyond reasonable doubt (Shepherd v The Queen 

(1990) 170 CLR 573 at 579 – 80): 

“As I have said, the prosecution bears the burden of proving all the 

elements of the crime beyond reasonable doubt.  That means that the 

essential ingredients of each element must be so proved.  It does not 

mean that every fact – every piece of evidence – relied upon to prove 

an element by inference must itself be proved beyond reasonable 

doubt.  Intent, for example, is, save for statutory exceptions, an 

element of every crime.  It is something which, apart from 

admissions, must be proved by inference.  But the jury may quite 

properly draw the necessary inference having regard to the whole of 

the evidence, whether or not each individual piece of evidence relied 

upon is proved beyond reasonable doubt, provided they reach their 

conclusion upon the criminal standard of proof.  Indeed, the 

probative force of a mass of evidence may be cumulative, making it 

pointless to consider the degree of probability of each item of 

evidence separately.” 
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[22] The Crown will be seeking to tender this evidence to support Mr Godbier’s 

credibility which the Crown submit will be the subject of attack by the 

defence counsel in cross examination of Mr Godbier. 

[23] Mr Dalrymple on behalf of the defence queried the justification for the 

calling of this evidence by the Crown.  It is Mr Dalrymple’s submission this 

material would be available to the Crown to call in reply if Mr Godbier was 

challenged as to his evidence of meeting with Mr Bond.  The defence 

concede that with respect to the immigration records and the hospital 

records it would be open to the Crown to call this evidence in reply . 

[24] I have concluded with respect to the immigration records and the hospital 

records, that these documents are admissible on the trial of Mr Cant. 

[25] The focus of concern for the defence is the telephone records.  It is Mr 

Dalrymple’s submission that the telephone records are in a different 

category from the immigration records and the hospital records because they 

do not relate to meetings between Mr Bon and Mr Godbier or to matters that 

Mr Godbier said Mr Cant told him about Mr Bon. 

[26] Mr Dalrymple submits that as the Crown do not intend to call Mr Bond as a 

witness, there is no means of verifying who had the actual use of the chip 

which is registered in his name over a period and the significance of him 

being telephoned by Mr Silk.  The defence submission is that these 

telephone records should not be admitted into evidence.  It is Mr 

Dalrymple’s further submission that the telephone call charge records 
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themselves are not relevant and do not take the case any further.  The 

submission on behalf of the defence is that the timing and dates of the  

telephone calls are only a coincidence if the defence are disputing that Mr 

“Bond”, or the person to whom he has given his chip, is the person who is 

receiving these telephone calls.  If this is not a matter in dispute then the 

defence submission is that there is no need for the telephone records to be 

admitted as they do not perform any function in bolstering Mr Godbier’s 

credibility. 

[27] Counsel for the Crown state that the purpose for tendering the telephone 

records is that the jury would be entitled to give some weight to the 

coincidence thrown up by the record of the telephone calls on and around 

the date that the Crown say these cylinders were delivered, that date being 

29 December 1998. 

[28] I agree with the defence submission that the telephone records are not 

relevant to the issue of Mr Godbier’s credibility as a witness of truth.  I 

agree with the Crown submission that there is evidence that the user name 

“Tap Go Tee” of mobile service number 0411 268682, is the same person as 

the person identified in the hospital records and the immigration records as 

“Tap Go Bond Tee” or “Tap Go Bon Tee”. 

[29] The Crown will not be calling either Mr “Tap Go Bond Tee” or Anthony 

Silk to give evidence. 
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[30] The attachment to the statement of Ms Jones dated 20 August 1999 shows a 

number of telephone calls from the telephone number 0413 827570 in the 

name of Anthony Silk to telephone number 0411 268682 which according to 

the statement of David Findlay (Exhibit P15) was at the relevant time in the 

user name of “Tap Go Tee”. 

[31] The Crown case on this issue is that Mr Godbier it is anticipated will give 

evidence that Mr Cant told him certain things about “Tap Go Bond Tee” and 

drug dealing.  I do not consider this is sufficient basis to justify the tender 

in the Crown case of records of telephone calls between Mr “Tap Go Bond 

Tee” and Mr Silk, particularly when neither of these persons are to be called 

to give evidence. 

[32] In summary, I rule as follows: 

1.  The hospital records relating to “Bond Tee” are to be tendered on the 

trial of Mr Cant with the consent of the accused.  

2. The immigration records, which were the subject of this challenge, 

are admissible on the trial of Mr Cant.  

3. The record of telephone calls from a telephone number in the name 

of Anthony Silk to a telephone number in the name of “Tap Go Tee”, 

which are the subject of challenge by the defence, are not admissible 

on the trial of Mr Cant. 

__________________________ 


